Why “Sheepshank”?
In some traditions, the sheepshank was called (after translation) a dogshank, catshank, trumpet knot,
or daisy knot. No doubt many English-speaking sailors could recognise a sheep (or a dog), and
many had eaten a sheep shank. Indeed, ships often started long voyages with farms on deck,
including cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, poultry and vegetables; though these were consumed more often
by officers than by sailors, who made do with salt beef and hard bread (Leslie, 1890).
In sheep, the resemblance to the knot can be seen best in fore-shanks
(and it is clearer in dogs). If we take the two long bones (radius and ulna)
as the spaces between ropes, and the flesh as the three lengths of the
folded rope, we see a reasonable likeness of the knot (complete with
expanded regions at each end). It is not necessary to bail up a sheep or dog
to see this; just look at one’s own forearm. In some species the ulna and/or
fibula are vestigial or fused to their partner bones; so it can be confusing.
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Evidently, many early sailors (and landsmen) had good spatial imaginations, perhaps developed by
picturing the star constellations. They used knot names based on anatomical features of other
animals including the butterfly, crow, lark and monkey. Sailors also had (sometimes multiple) roperelated uses for “bullring, bull’s eye, cat, cockbill, cow hitch, dog, dolphin, feather, fox, frog, goose
neck, hog, horse, hounding, lizard, monkey face, mouse, ram’s horn, ratline, spider band, swallow,
and worm” among animal-derived terms (Fox 1905, Ashley 1944, Toss 2016).
Manwayring (1623) wrote “Sheepe-Shanck is a kind of Knot, which they caſt upon a Runner, when it is too long
ſoe that it cannot hoyst in the Goods over the Ships-ſide unless it be ſhortened:
and by this Knot, they can quickly ſhorten-it up as much as they List (please),
and inſtantly undo it againe”. According to Day (1947), Riesenberg

remarked in 1922 that the sheepshank was used about as often as
the cross-bow. But Svensson (1940) was perhaps the most
practical of the authors on seamen’s ropework. Discussing a
simple block and tackle or ‘whip’, he explained: “On unloading
whips, when beginning work at the hatch, it is often helpful to make a
sheepshank just above the hook so as to retain the initially superfluous length
of whip. This sheepshank is made with numerous bights, with half-hitches,
and twine frappings around each end and a seizing round the middle (Fig 61).
It is best to have the heaving part of the whip quite short and running through
a swivel block above the deck. As one works progressively lower in the hold, or as the heaving parts become worn, a
bight is taken out of the sheepshank which served to store the excess length of whip when operations started.”

Today all of this is largely superseded by steel cables on drums and powered cranes. The (half)
sheepshank gained a new lease of life as the truckies hitch (sometimes called a dolly, probably not
after the cloned sheep), but even this use is now largely superseded by the ratchet strap, or the
simpler cam-buckle in some applications. Especially with
synthetic ropes, alternatives are better for other ‘uses’ of
sheep-shanks (eg a butterfly knot to isolate damaged rope).
As an aside, Svensson used “Dog’s shank” in a different
context, as an alternative to a “Cat’s paw” (Figs 74-76).
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Lescallier (1777) Noeud de jambe de chien:
It is employed to shorten a line, to take up the rope of a hoist which was too long, &c.
Lescallier (1791) Noeud de jambe de chien:
This knot is used to quickly during work shorten a line that is too long, in order to make the power
act in a shorter space, as to take again the action of a hoist which is too long, &c. The more we pull
both ends, the more the knots tighten; & the rope, folded in three by its middle, you find it
shortened twice the length given to the ‘leg of dog’.
Röding (1794)

Used to shorten a rope that is too long, for
example the runner of a tackle.
Steel (1794)
SHEEP-SHANK. A sort of knot made on backstays, &c. to shorten them.
Burney (1815), but Falconer (1769) has almost the same.
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Falconer elaborates (but unfortunately does not supply the promised fig. 10):

If I follow this, the 'runner' has both (i) a rope tail (through a fixed block on the derrick, forming a
single whip) and (ii) the top block of a moveable tackle (for a heavy lift from wharf or boat, into the
ship). The bottom block of the moveable tackle is fastened to the load. If the moveable blocks come
together (chock-a-block) before the load gets over the ship rail, secure the load temporarily by
another (non-lifting) rope / hook, then separate the blocks (sheep-shanking the runner, if it is fixed)
for the next lift. Not the same as Svennson, but also plausible to me for long and heavy lifts.
Here from Lever (1808) is a 'runner
tackle' (Fig 142). Hmm, where will the
sheep-shank go, and why?
Ahh, now we can see; if one end of
the ‘runner’ goes to a deck ring (Fig
148), a sheep-shank might work per
Falconer. See also Lever Figs 174, 199,
201; and ABOK #3244 ‘runner and
tackle for setting up on a backstay’.
It may be confusing that the terms
‘fall’, ‘runner’ and ‘whip’ have all
been applied with alternative meanings
at various times in describing tackles.
Another insight from Burney (1815): pro tempore (when masts are struck)!

Now we know not to look for sheepshanks in the standing rigging. When lowering a mast by the
backstay; I guess it was desired to keep the stay at the original length for later attachment, so it
might be sheep-shanked (pro tempore) before attachment of a nearly chock-a-block tackle. If the
tackle came close to maximum working length during the lowering, it would make sense to: (i)
temporarily secure the backstay above the sheepshank (eg by rolling hitches or some other kind of
nippers in a non-hauling role); (ii) bring the tackle back to chock-a-block by releasing or reducing
the sheepshank; (iii) resume lowering. The process could be reversed to raise the mast.
If Pythagoras indicated more length needed than existing backstay plus tackle working length, I
imagine there would also be a runner or a pendant. If the available runners are long (with useful
end-fastenings such as hooks or reinforced eyes) nothing needs to be cut; just use the sheep-shank.
Or set up the ‘runner tackle’ (initially sheep-shanked on the fall) much like Fig. 148, except into the
backstay like b in Fig. 142. It is essentially the same problem as when getting a load over the rail.
All this was in the days of flexible cordage and tackles of course (not wire cables on drums driven
by engines). Steam ships, steam engines and wire rigging all became popular from about 1840.
Svensson warned that when he was writing, both fibre cordage and wire cables were used in rigging.
Like the cross-bow, the sheep-shank probably once got a lot of use.
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